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Adapting to COVID-19
During a Library Building  
Project: How Kenyon is  











2. Morphing the Role of the Academic Library
3. New Goals for the Library
4. Reworking Spaces
5. Transforming Years of Planning into a COVID-19 Ready
Building
6. Keeping up the Momentum of the Campus Master Plan
7. Q&A
Amy Badertscher
Associate VP and Library
Director  Kenyon College









1. Develop strategies to accomplish institutional mission 
and improve student outcomes amid social
distancing.
2. Explain how to design classroom, library, and other 
spaces  on campus that are compliant with COVID-19 
guidelines and  maintain the intent of the residential
experience.
3. Keep building projects moving forward during 
periods of  disruptive change.
4. Reassess your campus master plan to 
gauge its reasonableness post-COVID-19.
Welcome Activity
One Word or Phrase that You Think Encapsulates the 
Importance/Relevance of the Library in the COVID-19
Era.
Photo Courtesy of Kenyon
College
Share on www.menti.com
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The Evolved Role of the Library
Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
Arriving at the New Goals for the Library
• Library Tours and Conferences
• brightspot Study
















1. Bring Everyone Together and Make Things Accessible
2. Technology and the Classroom Experience
3. Research and Study Space
4. Collaborative and Flexible Work Environment
5. Sustainability
Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
“The goal in identifying  
student-focused partners  
to place in the library is to  
leverage the critical mass  
of students in the library to
further the institutional goals.”
Joe Klesner, Provost of the Academic Division  
Kenyon College
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Kenyon’s Goals for the Library
1. Bring Everyone Together and Make Things Accessible
2. Technology and the Classroom Experience
3. Research and Study Space
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Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
And then we hit March 2020...
Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
Go to:
www.menti.com  
Enter code:  
86 27 63
Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
Will your campus library be  




• Working Groups and Assignments









































Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
Achieving the Original Library Goals






2. Technology and the Classroom Experience
3. Research and Study Space
4. Collaborative and Flexible Work Environment
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Implementing Remote
Construction Administration
Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
Buildings in Design and Under Construction
•Construction Delays
•Unexpected Savings
Photo Courtesy of Kenyon College
Pre Pandemic Pandemic Response Post Pandemic
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Amy Badertscher  
badertschera@kenyon.ed
u in/amy-badertscher
Christine Verbitzki, AIA, LEED AP BD+C  
chrisv@gundpartnership.com 
in/christine-brinkley-verbitzki
Reach out with 
additional questions:
For the 2020–21 academic 
year, Kenyon College will 
offer a mix of in-person and 
remote instruction, 
welcoming every student to 
campus for at least one 
semester.
